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29-Oct-23 E-Comm Supervisor OCC Dispatch Thank you to the OCC team for the positive team work 
experience that helped take three suspects into custody for a 
robbery in Richmond.

The team work, area knowledge, kindness, and speed of your dispatchers was 
above and beyond and made for a pleasant team work experience. Thank you for 
the positive interaction I had with you on the phone this evening, and an even 
bigger kudos to your OCC team. We appreciate you guys.

08-Nov-23 Surrey Police Services member C Squad Thank you for supporting a member of the community by 
walking her to the transit hub.

Policing is about service to the #community.  Made my heart warm seeing a police 
member from @TransitPolice patiently supporting a community member, walking 
with her, safely, towards a transit hub. #welldone #connection #couragetocare 
#communitypolicing

03-Dec-23 2023 Canadian Cancer Society Cops for Cancer Tour de 
Coast

CO Muir/Sgt Deol Thank you for supporting Cops for Cancer Tour de Coast and 
allowing Dalvir Deol for participating.

Sergeant Dalvir Deol - On behalf of the Canadian Cancer Society, the Tour de 
Coast Steering Committee and Crew, the riders and the Camp Goodtimes families, 
thank you for supporting Cops for Cancer Tour de Coast. We could not have 
reached this milestone and two decades of making a difference for children and 
families living with and beyond cancer without the strong commitment and 
dedication shown by the law enforcement and emergency services community – 
Thank you!

28-Dec-23 Transit Customer Cst. Dug Shilito Thank you for the presence of a K9 handler on the Millennium 
Line

Voicemail - expressed his appreciation and said officer presence, in the stations 
and onboard trains, brought a sense of calm.

15-Jan-24 Transit Customer Cst. Harvey 
Khabra

Thank you message from a victim that was hit with a cane by 
an elderly man who wanted her seat.

Thank you and I really apprecate your help, especially the office I talked to today, 
he seemed very concerned in helping me, please let him know that I'm very 
thankful.

22-Jan-24 Surrey Crime Prevention Society Cst. 
Christoffersen/ 
Cst. Waled

Thanked recruitment for participating in the Surrey Crime 
Prevention career fair.

Our team genuinely thanks @TransitPolice for joining us at our Annual Volunteer 
Symposium & Public Safety Career Fair. 
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